FROM JULY 1, 2019 - JUNE 30, 2020


Benson, Michael (2019) Projecting the Glassboro Memory Mapping Project: Developing and Sharing a Community Focused Digital Scholarship Project. Session Presentation, Bucknell University Digital Scholarship Conference, Lewisburg, PA

Benson, Michael (2019) Projecting the Glassboro Memory Mapping Project: Developing and Sharing a Community Focused Digital Scholarship Project. Poster, Bucknell University Digital Scholarship Conference, Lewisburg, PA


Lierman, Ashley. “Tomorrow’s Scholars Today: Collaborating to Empower Undergraduate Students to Become Knowledge Creators,” with Whitney Cox, presentation at ALA Midwinter Meeting, January 24-28, 2020


Rele, Shilpa, Matthews, Jennifer, Saracco, Benjamin, and Kipnis, Daniel (October 2019). Reframing Library Services and Librarian Roles in a Reclassified R2 University: Highlights from Research Data Management and Digital Scholarship surveys. Presented at the Digital Library Federation Forum. Tampa, FL.


Saracco BH.; Adams A. “Piloting a Systematic Review Service and Instructional Workshop Series Featuring Free and Open Source Tools” Accepted Poster presentation for Medical Library Association Annual Conference 2020


Van Hemond N.; Pradhan B.; Mitrev L.; Saracco BH.; Et al. Ketamine infusion for PTSD: a systematic review PROSPERO Protocol submitted 2020

Saracco, Benjamin, and Rele, Shilpa. (June 2020). Case Study: Librarians as Interdisciplinary Digital Research Project Partners. An overview of recently established and emerging digital research projects and support services led and implemented by the Rowan University Libraries. Against the Grain Adams A., Saracco BH.; Getting Started with Systematic Review Studies for the Cooper University Hospital Surgery Department: A four part series. (October 2019)

$20k Community grant awarded from the 2019-20 Bread and Roses Equitable Public Space Giving Project: Saracco BH.; Gaitan L.; Latko J.; Rivera-Perez S.; (Community service grant writing led by Saracco BH for the Cooper-Grant Neighborhood Association) See: https://why.o/articles/why-18-strangers-spent-6-months-raising-150000-for-philly-public-spaces/)

$5K Community grant awarded from the 2019-20 Cooper Foundation Community Grant Program. Saracco BH.; Yoder B.; (Community service grant writing co-led by Saracco BH for the Cooper-Grant Neighborhood Association) See: https://foundation.cooperhealth.org/february-2020-grant-awards